
Consultants In Heaven

	
 Pulling the magical reform-day safety net of an energetically proclaimed (if blithely 
untested) expertise tightly about themselves, suddenly empowered reform consultants stepped 
impatiently up to the plate.  Winding up; readying themselves to found their latest string of 
invasions upon the modern-day NCLB science of a ruthlessly administered one-answer-and-one-
answer-only testing – assertively they began to throw out minimally researched, but conveniently 
uncontested, claims.  

Keeping one eye trained warily to the modern-day production of ruthlessly accumulating 
test scores – test scores which, in days of a no-excuses accountability, now loudly trumpeted the 
identity of a growing number of “unacceptable” change-mandated, funding-available schools – 
self-motivated experts grew ever more skilled at the game.  Studiously seeking out the 
governmentally ordered testing labels, methodically they scoured punitive evaluation scales 
which, ostensibly published as a warning for concerned citizens?

Were each year made more and more blatantly available.  
And there, overtly and expediently listed? 
The so many irrefutably branded failing schools.
Talk about a self-promoting consultant’s shiny little corner of heaven.
Stipulating an invasive, year-specific, funding-contingent, short-lived change, consultant 

upon consultant moved through low-income schools so often, and at such a high rate of turnover, 
that the teachers in our Language Arts department – as a department most unbendingly tested, 
and therefore most aggressively hit with a never-ending string of ever shifting reforms – simply 
stopped trying to remember names.  We spoke, instead, in a privately understood, if temporary, 
code.

“We need to identify pre-test expectations.”
“Who says?”

	
 “That new lady.”
“The tall one?”
“Well, she’s kind of tall. “
 “That lady who talks a lot?”
“The one with the squeaky voice?”
“No, Squeaky Voice moved over to Bell Elementary.”
“That other one then, the one with short hair?”
“Really blonde?  Or sort of blonde?”
“Sort of blonde.”
“The one who always wears boots?”
“No, that one got pregnant.”
“That really thin woman then, the one who worked with her?”
“With the funny name?”
“And the accent?”
“No, the younger one; the one with a tattoo.”
“That ring of tiny flowers?”

	
 “No, those two stars, way down on her ankle.”
“Oh, that one.” 
“Yes – that one.  Well, she says that we need to work on the pre-test.”



We would see on the news that another reform grant or possible innovation fund had been 
petitioned and was now being pursued by our district; we would hear lawmakers speak of going 
to the public to demand new taxes, new bond measures, new school reform investments.  We 
would hear about ongoing efforts to raise an imperatively required money – money needed, or so 
it was persuasively and unendingly argued, in order to step up.  To get smart.  To stand for 
children.  To put them first.

Money that was, then?  
So immediately and frustratingly dispersed into the ever more insistent hands of the 

always-hovering and always-waiting consultants.  Welcome, we noted behind closed doors, to 
the real NCLB.  Welcome to the newer and more modern world where:

No Consultant will ever be Left Behind.


